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Abstract

Much research on Internet security has con-

centrated on generic mechanisms such as �re-

walls, IP authentication and protocols for

large scale key distribution. However, once

we start to look at speci�c applications, some

quite di�erent requirements appear. We set

out to build an infrastructure that would

support the reliable electronic distribution of

books on which doctors depend when making

diagnostic and treatment decisions, such as

care protocols, drug formularies and govern-

ment notices. The integrity, authenticity and

timeliness of this information is important for

both safety and medico-legal purposes. We

initially tried to implement a signature hier-

archy based on X.509 but found that this had

a number of shortcomings.

We therefore developed an alternative

means of managing trust in electronic pub-

lishing. This has a number of advantages

which may commend it in other applications.

It does not use export-controlled cryptogra-

phy; it uses much less computation than dig-

ital signature mechanisms; and it provides a

number of features that may be useful in en-

vironments where we are worried about li-

ability. We also present our intermediate

solution { the �rst ever large scale deploy-

ment of one-time signature systems. The

move to one-time signatures enabled consid-

erable simpli�cation, cost reduction and per-

formance improvement. We believe that sim-

ilar mechanisms may be appropriate for pro-

tecting other information that changes slowly

and remains available over long time periods.

Book and journal publishing in general ap-

pear to be strong candidates.

1 Introduction

Medicine is one �eld in which serious at-

tempts are underway in a number of coun-

tries to build large-scale decentralised trusted

systems over the Internet to support a num-

ber of aspects of patient care, administration

and research. Medical informatics has made

unique contributions to the general pool of

security know-how, and as medical practice

is highly decentralised, many of these lessons

may be applicable to Internet applications in

general. Examples include the following.

� Conventional security policy models like

Bell-LaPadula and Clark-Wilson do not

work well in medical telematics, as they

assume that security administration is

centralised. Medicine is a business in

which the �eld operatives are the most

highly trained, the most trusted by the

client�ele, and in most countries are also

legally burdened with the duty to make

access control decisions [Hor97]. This

has led to the development of security

policy models that locate the control in

the leaves rather than in the root of the

access control structure [And96]

� An attempt by the UK government's

Department of Health to introduce

a conventional X.509 certi�cate struc-

ture [Zer96] was opposed by the medi-

cal profession. There was not just an

ethical objection to the escrow features

of the proposed key management proto-

col [JMW96]; it had also become clear

that a central trusted third party could

not cope with a health service whose ap-

proximately one million employees are



spread over 12,000 separate organisa-

tions.

� In addition to the engineering costs of

centralisation, there was also the prin-

ciple that electronic trust structures

should mirror those in existing profes-

sional practice. This principle was �rst

enunciated by Alexander Rossnagel, a

German lawyer, who feared that cer-

ti�cation authorities would deprive no-

taries of their income [Ros95]; it has

since been adopted by the UK govern-

ment and the medical profession as one

of the principles by which disputes over

electronic privacy issues are to be re-

solved [NHSE96].

� Governments attempted to solve secu-

rity problems in Germany and Austria

by introducing smartcards as access to-

kens for both patients and healthcare

professionals. Despite careful govern-

ment studies of the likely social conse-

quences [BSI95], it has turned out that

these cards have had a centralising ef-

fect that many professionals �nd intoler-

able [HW97].

The previous work that directly concerns

us is Wax [Wax97a]. This is a proprietary hy-

pertext system used for medical publishing;

its goal is the secure and timely electronic

distribution of information used to support

clinical practice, such as treatment protocols

and drug formularies. It will also be used

for government circulars ranging from purely

administrative information such as advice on

coping with the Y2K bug to notices of newly

discovered adverse drug reactions; and for lo-

cal information such as hospital waiting lists.

Wax is already used in several health trusts

in the UK for providing a mixture of trust-

speci�c and general information. It is also

used in the US for delivery of medical knowl-

edge relating to HIV and AIDS by Intelligent

Medical Objects, Inc. (Northbrook, Illinois,

USA). There are clear safety and medico-legal

reasons why the authenticity, integrity and

timeliness of the information it distributes

should be protected, and a project was under-

taken during 1996-8 to design and implement

this. That project is described in [Wax97a],

but we will describe it here briey so this ar-

ticle is self-contained.

2 Wax

The information in Wax is structured hier-

archically with the levels being a shelf (owned

by a publisher) containing books (each owned

by an editor) consisting of chapters (each

owned by an author). Thus if a primary

care physician wants the latest advice on the

conditions under which a patient with gout

should be referred to hospital, he will draw

from the Wax shelf the book on rheumatol-

ogy and consult the chapter on gout. This

chapter will have been written by a leading

specialist and will be updated as necessary

(typically every few years); the editor's job is

quality control, principally choosing the ex-

perts and ensuring proper peer review.

As a solution was sought rapidly, an ini-

tial attempt at protection using digital signa-

tures was undertaken using materials ready to

hand { SHA, RSA, and X.509 [X509]. This

decision was inuenced by the fact that RSA

with exponent 3 has just been accepted as the

European standard for healthcare signatures.

The X.509 hierarchy was founded on a Wax-

root key, whose public component is embed-

ded in the Wax browser software; Wax-root

signatures certify keys of medical publishers

(the Wax-centre for treatment protocols, the

British Medical Journal, the Department of

Health, individual hospital trusts, etc.) and

the publishers in turn certify the keys of edi-

tors and authors.

As we did not know the optimum granu-

larity of the signed objects, and had an oper-

ational requirement to open already cached

books quickly, we also implemented a sec-

ondary protection mechanism whereby the

book index contained (invisibly to the hu-

man reader) the SHA hashes of each chapter,

and each shelf catalogue similarly contained

hashes of book indexes. Thus a given book

can be veri�ed by means of its editor's signa-

ture, and also by reference to the publisher's

catalogue. There is also considerable machin-

ery to deal with trusted distribution of the



Wax software, trusted updating of local cat-

alogues, and trusted collection of public keys

from authors, none of which concern us here.

3 The �rst lessons

The principal lesson that we learned from

this exercise was that the X.509 mechanisms

are not really suitable for publishing. This

realisation started to dawn when we had to

decide on the longevity of publisher's keys.

Assuming that users' keys would last three

years, why not make the publishers' last �ve?

But what would happen once a publisher's

key was more than two years old, and thus

unable to issue a certi�cate of three years'

duration for an author? Would he have to

refresh it, or acquire another one?

Many further complexities arose. For ex-

ample, what does revocation mean in the con-

text of book publishing? If an author fails to

pay his annual fee to the local CA, will all

his books magically vanish from all library

shelves? What if a lawsuit is then brought

in which a party relies on one of them? And

what if revocation mechanisms were used ma-

liciously as an instrument of censorship?

`Planned obsolescence' may make sense in

software publishing, and in the banking world

it is quite natural to use X.509 certi�cates

in SET where both public and private keys

have a lifetime of two years, as this simply

replicates the existing trust structure of mag-

stripe credit cards. However this approach

is not appropriate in publishing, where ob-

jects are long-lived. Book copyright in the

EU countries is now for a period of 70 years

after the author's death.

The conclusion to which we were unexpect-

edly driven by the Wax project was that our

secondary trust mechanism { namely, a tree

of hashes in which chapters are hashed into

a book and books into a catalogue { should

in fact be the primary mechanism, while the

X.509 signature mechanisms, which we had

anticipated would provide the primary pro-

tection, are relegated to a number of sec-

ondary and specialist roles. The basic func-

tionality can be seen in the following diagram

(Fig. 1).

The question that we were naturally led to

ask was whether catalogue-based trust had

other natural applications than medical pub-

lishing, and what extensions of it might be

appropriate. Our conclusion is that it gives a

much better solution to some problems cur-

rently tackled using public-key cryptography,

ranging from assuring the authorship of ap-

plets through enabling web authors to pro-

tect themselves from libel actions; in general,

we can adopt the Wax mechanisms to pro-

vide a simple and robust set of mechanisms

to authenticate the content of world wide web

and other hypermedia systems, which �ts well

with the actual trust model that people have

for published content.

We will now describe a set of proposed ex-

tensions to HTML that explain what we have

in mind and make clear what can be achieved

with it.

4 The Eternal Resource Locator

Trust, in the electronic world, is based

on binding real-world assurances and/or re-

lations to their electronic representation.

This is expensive, and so in order for the

trust transfer mechanisms (such as electronic

signatures) to give maximum value, one

should perform such bindings infrequently

(but well). This is true for establishing a root

of trust (e.g. top level Certi�cation Author-

ities) and also for lower level entities. For

example [CM97], it is a bad idea to bind keys

and access rights to principals like this:

key ! principal  capability

as this involves two bindings between the

real world and cyberspace. We should rather

build systems like this:

principal  key  capability



BMA Catalogue 3.41

<A HREF="..." HASHVALUE="...">
Pediatrics 16.3
</A>

<A HREF="..." HASHVALUE="...">
Rheumatology 9.6
</A>

<HTML>
...
<HASHBODY>
...
<H1>Pediatrics 16.3</H1>
...
<HASH METHOD="..." PARENT="...">
</HASHBODY>
<HASH METHOD=".." VALUE="...">
...
</HTML>

<HTML>
...
<HASHBODY>
...
<H1>Rheumatology 9.6</H1>
...
<HASH METHOD="..." PARENT="...">
</HASHBODY>
<HASH METHOD=".." VALUE="...">
...
</HTML>

HASH="123456..."

Rheumatology 9.6

Pediatrics 16.3

Figure 1: Publishing medical information. The publisher issues a catalogue every few months

which lists all titles published, together with their hash values. The hash of the catalogue has

to be distributed a trusted way, by being published in a paper journal, and signed using a

long-term key.

Thus, when designing trust structures in

general, we will try to have a small num-

ber of root keys or other authenticator val-

ues that can be made well known by out-of-

band mechanisms, and derive the rest of the

structure directly from these. The cleaner the

structure, the better for a number of reasons,

including both cost and robustness.

With trust based on hash trees, the root is

quite simply the root of the tree; in the case of

Wax, the hash of the current Wax catalogue.

This can be assured by a variety of means

(currently signature with the Wax-centre key

and publication in the British Medical Jour-

nal). However, once we have gone to the

trouble of certifying this root, we want all

the pages in the publishing hierarchy to be

checkable from it. We will now describe how

this can be done using a simple extension that

does not upset existing browsers, yet can be

implemented either as a suitable applet or as

part of a proxy service such as a hospital �re-

wall. (The former is preferable as it is eas-

ier to implement `untrusted' highlights, e.g.

when a Wax chapter is retrieved as the result

of a keyword search.)

4.1 Basic (static) mechanism

It would be clumsy to insist on the signa-

ture of whole web pages, so instead we pro-

pose to use HTML elements [HTML] to de�ne

the borders of the hashed section of the docu-

ment as well as other features of the hashing

mechanism:

� The HASHBODY element denotes the

hashed section of an HTML document.

All the text and HTML code in this sec-

tion will be hashed with various hashing

algorithm speci�ed in the HASH element.

� The HASH element is an extensible con-

tainer for use in identifying hash doc-

ument information. It has three main

functions: de�ne the hashing algorithm

used, store the corresponding hash value

and link the element to a parent. The

HASH element should be used both in-

side the HASHBODY section and outside;

the purpose is to bind the protected sec-

tion to its hash and its parent.



There can be as many HASH elements as

hashing algorithms. Attributes of the

HASH element:

{ METHOD speci�es the hashing algo-

rithm. A number of algorithms

may be used in parallel in order to

give reassurance against cryptana-

lytic progress;

{ VALUE speci�es the value of the hash;

{ PARENT provides a pointer to an-

other HTML document, called par-

ent and speci�ed by its URL. This

enables a browser that wishes to

check the page's integrity to follow

the hash chain to a suitable root.

The name of the root may be given

for performance reasons. If there

is no parent (i.e. the document is

a root) the attribute should not be

omitted but instead should be set

to NO.

{ The URL attribute optionally speci-

�es where the page normally lives,

and can provide basic protection

against attacks involving the copy-

ing of pages to false hosts. Care is

needed not to get entangled with

HTTP server's interpretation of

URLs like http://www.foo.com/ and

http://www.foo.com/index.html.

� We also propose to add new attributes

to the existing A element. This will allow

to de�ne the hash of the resource speci-

�ed by the HREF attribute. It is assumed

that the linked resource is di�erent from

the current resource as the hashed body

cannot include the hash value itself. Ob-

viously, these can be two di�erent frag-

ments of the same web page.

HASHMETHOD, HASHVALUE and HASHPARENT

have the same meaning as the METHOD,

VALUE and PARENT attributes of the HASH

element.

Simpli�ed, the way to protect part of the

web page will look like:

<HTML>

...

<HASHBODY>

...

The examination results for the second MB

degree examination are as follows:

...

...

<HASH

URL="http://www.med.abc.ac.uk/examresults"

METHOD="SHA-1"

PARENT="http://www.cert.bma.org.uk">

<HASH

URL="http://www.med.abc.ac.uk/examresults"

METHOD="TIGER"

PARENT="http://www.cert.med.ac.uk">

</HASHBODY>

<HASH METHOD="SHA-1" VALUE="12345678..."

PARENT="http://www.cert.bma.org.uk">

<HASH METHOD="TIGER" VALUE="987654321..."

PARENT="http://www.cert.med.ac.uk">

...

</HTML>

One of the URLs that refer to this page

might look something like:

...see <A

HREF="http://www.med.abc.ac.uk/examresults"

HASHMETHOD="TIGER" HASHVALUE="987654321..."

HASHPARENT="http://www.cert.med.ac.uk">here

</A>for the list of candidates who have

satisfied the requirements for the degrees

of MB and BS.

Checking a hash involves computing the

hash value on all the bytes of an HTML doc-

ument between the hash-input border tags

and comparing the HTML document's URL

against the value speci�ed within the hash-

input. This value is then veri�ed against the

value held in the reference in the parent doc-

ument.

We call this URL-with-hash combination

an ERL or `eternal resource locator' as it

makes static objects unique for ever. Dy-

namic objects are slightly more complex.

4.2 Dynamic pages

If we used hash functions alone, then this

would limit us to material that was avail-

able and known when the last issue of the



catalogue was published. Almost all pub-

lished medical information is of this nature; it

changes relatively slowly owing to safety pro-

tocols that insist on thorough peer review and

validation. However, there is a demand for a

small number of dynamic pages in the system

holding `hot' news such as recently advised

drug side e�ects and other safety notices, or

operational data such as test results. What

we do not want to do is say something like

`for recent notices on test results X , look at

URL Y for a message signed by a key certi-

�ed to belong to Z' as this would suddenly

involve reliance on a second root.

The e�ect would be that the referenced in-

formation was no longer part of the same

trust structure, introducing complexity and

making liability potentially uncertain. We

therefore want to say something like `for re-

cent notices on test results X , look at URL

Y for a message signed by a key whose hash

is Z'. We will now describe the details.

The owner of the dynamic page creates a

signature keypair and embeds the public key

as follows:

...see <A

HREF="http://www.med.abc.ac.uk/bloodtest"

HASHMETHOD="TIGER" HASHVALUE="987654321..."

HASHPARENT="http://www.cert.med.ac.uk">here

</A> for today's blood test results for the

Fisher medical practice...

which refers to this:

...

<HASHBODY>

...

The blood test results for the Fisher practice

on 22/8/98 are as follows:

...

<HASH

URL="http://www.med.abc.ac.uk/bloodtest"

METHOD="SHA-1"

PUBLICKEYVALUE="ABCDEF01234.......89ABC"

ALGORITHM="RSAE3"

PARENT="http://www.cert.bma.org.uk">

<HASH

URL="http://www.med.abc.ac.uk/bloodtest"

METHOD="TIGER"

PUBLICKEYVALUE="ABCDEF01234.......89ABC"

ALGORITHM="RSAE3"

PARENT="http://www.cert.med.ac.uk">

</HASHBODY>

<HASH METHOD="SHA-1" VALUE="12345678..."

PARENT="http://www.cert.bma.org.uk"

SIGNATURE-VALUE="FEDCBA987..........76543"

ALGORITHM="RSAE3">

...

The reason that the public key's presence

is not made clear in the parent page is to

preserve bandwidth (keys are relatively large)

and because we could �nd no reason why

someone when clicking on a link should know

in advance whether it is statically or dynam-

ically protected. It also makes the implemen-

tation simpler.

Note that although we are using public key

cryptography, we have no need of an X.509

certi�cation mechanism. All the trust links

created by the public keys are local and tran-

sient. So there is no need for long-term se-

crets; everything gets suddenly much simpler,

more manageable and more exportable.

5 Other applications

Ignoring dynamic links for the moment, the

trust structure naturally supported by ERLs

has an interesting and, from any publisher's

point of view, highly desirable property: that

you cleanly distinguish material of which you

approve and in which you expect your read-

ers to place some reliance. This may seem

trite but is a growing concern, as in the laws

of many countries a defamation suit may be

brought against anyone involved in the dis-

tribution of a contested statement and not

merely the author.

In the UK it is normal for libel litigants

to sue and attempt to enjoin the distribu-

tors of newspapers and magazines with which

they have taken issue; recently the Notting-

hamshire County Council issued lawyers' let-

ters and injunctions against a number of peo-

ple who had links on their home pages to

leaked copies of a report on satanic child

abuse that the council considered to be its

copyright [Notts].



So putting a link on one's home page can

be dangerous; the controller of the referenced

page might introduce controversial material

and one could be sued. The implications in

medicine include, for example, that a hospital

which carelessly referenced a drug company's

information page could �nd its standing in a

negligence case substantially altered; equally

serious consequences could follow elsewhere.

So the general use of ERLs rather than

URLs would often be prudent practice, as the

failure of a followed link to authenticate will

indicate that it has been changed since the

author of the link last consulted it, and he

can thus in no way be held liable for its con-

tents.

Other applications will typically arise

where a publisher owes some particular duty

of care, and we suggest some examples below.

5.1 Public keys with multiple ac-
creditors

It is quite common to assign a person a role

whose performance depends on using a role

key. However, we can have multiple parties

having to approve assignment of such role.

This is common in banking, where transac-

tions over a certain amount typically have to

be approved by more than one o�cer, but

may be delegated on a limited basis. At

present, special key management standards

are being developed for banking by ANSI,

as multiple signatures are not supported by

X.509.

A similar problem arises in medicine, where

the signing key used by (say) a doctor on a

six month assignment in a hospital would not

wish to use his long term personal signing key

(hospital systems are often mutually incom-

patible and quite insecure) but would instead

use a key that was signed both by his own

personal long term key (in an o�-line opera-

tion) and the hospital. This dual signature

signi�es that both the doctor and the hospi-

tal accept their joint liability for malpractice

suits; it should also be possible for either of

them to revoke the key when the relationship

is terminated. This multiple revocation re-

quirement is quite a complicated problem if

one tries to implement everything as exten-

sions of X.509.

Neither are medicine or banking the only

applications in which dual control is required.

Almost every substantial organisation has its

own rules and procedures for managing dual

control. Sometimes these rules may be hid-

den, as with military intelligence organisa-

tions who do not wish to reveal which o�-

cers have actual power; at other times, con-

cealment is forced, as with the system of EU

grants under which each grant receiving or-

ganisation (such as a university) must desig-

nate one `o�cial signatory' and the European

Commission refuses to take any interest in

the procedures that may lie behind this per-

son's use of his o�cial signature. How can we

then support realistic trust models using ei-

ther catalogue based or public key based trust

mechanisms?

In the old days of paper-based banking sys-

tems, the custom was for each bank to print

several hundred copies of a `signature book',

which contained the specimen signatures of

its managers together with a set of rules de�n-

ing, for example, which combinations of sig-

natures were required on a letter of credit over

$10m. These books were then posted to its

correspondent banks.

Our catalogue based trust mechanisms can

provide an electronic implementation. In its

simplest form, the company authenticates at

regular intervals a set of public keys suitable

for appropriate purposes and makes them

available via web pages bound to the relevant

trust trees.

This can even be done if need be in real

time; we are experimenting with a mecha-

nism whereby exible links can be created on

request to authenticate a key for a particu-

lar purpose. The example in the following

diagram (Fig. 2) is where a company lawyer

wishes to create a one-time key to conclude a

property transaction that involves both inter-

nal certi�cation (from his superior o�cer and

the company's CEO) and an external land

and property agency.



<HASHBODY>

...
<A HREF="...">
Referred from the board
</A>
...
<A HREF="...">
Referred from the LPA
</A>
...
<A HREF="...">
Referred from the SO
</A>
...
<A HREF="...">
Referred from the CEO
</A>
...
The lawyer's key itself here...
</HASHBODY>

Company lawyer's key

Figure 2: Publishing key information. Multiple accreditors are referring to the key that is

valid if and only if all self-contained required links exist and the key-page hash value has not

changed.

The e�ect of this mechanism is that CA

functions can be performed on a one-o� basis

by various people and organisations as they

are needed { a exibility that is still critically

lacking in X.509.

5.2 Timestamps

Time stamping services such as

Surety's [HS91] are another example of

a hash tree. In this case there is a mecha-

nism for recomputing the tree and reliably

publishing the hash every second, thus

allowing rapid generation of an existence

proof for a document.

We hope that formats for the inclusion of

timestamps and other such evidence within

the ERL structure and within HTML gener-

ally can be developed that is acceptable and

useful to all parties.

5.3 Other considerations

The ERL idea also brings back the `natu-

ral' concept of trust in a broader sense | it

highlights the point of who trusts the certi�ed

entity, not the current notion of whom the

certi�ed entity trusts (or is forced to `trust').

The ERL system requires reliable support

of computing and checking hash values, in

some cases supported by time-stamping ser-

vices. It is also desirable to have the support-

ive mechanisms embedded within the existing

computer environment (hardware, OS, Web

browser or so).

We believe that our system is easily ap-

plicable on current Web platforms. The Web

browser or OS should include features to com-

pute the hash value of an arbitrary input

(software distribution �le, etc.) and perform

a check on the hash of a loaded HTML docu-

ment. It would be advisable to support sev-

eral di�erent hashing algorithms to avoid any

future problem or failure. Also, hashes should

be stored within the bookmark �le of the

browser, where they could provide some level



of document change control exploitable for

cache management, triggering warning mech-

anisms where relevant, etc.

6 The current version of Wax

The success of Wax led to interest from

other countries. A US software company,

Intelligent Medical Objects, Inc. (North-

brook, Illinois) decided to adopt the system

as its preferred method for delivery of med-

ical knowledge relating to HIV and AIDS.

This would involve distribution of the browser

software to over 300,000 physicians and other

carers in the USA, and led immediately to a

dilemma.

The owner of the RSA patent, RSA Data

Security Inc., insists on a royalty that is a

function of the sale price of software incorpo-

rating its technology, and which in the case of

software distributed for free has a minimum

value of $5.00. The Wax project having been

funded by charitable money, research grants

and volunteer labour, was not in a position to

pay $1.5m as the price of entry to the USA.

This compelled the Wax project to revisit

the cryptography issue. Another team was

put together and we took a look at the de-

sign and trust issues. We found that we could

achieve the same goals as before, and even

more simply, by using one-time signatures in-

stead of RSA. Necessity had truly become the

mother of invention.

6.1 Application of one-time Signa-
tures

In this subsection we present our solution

based on one-time signatures. First we will

recall briey the ideas behind one-time sig-

natures and then detail our implementation.

6.1.1 One-time signature basics

One-time signature scheme was �rst intro-

duced by Lamport [DH76, Lam79] and more

e�cient schemes have been proposed since

then [Mer87, Mer89].

We will assume here that the hash function

h produces l bits and the message digests to

be signed are n-bit long. The �rst step in-

volved is the creation of a key-pair which will

be used to sign a �le only once; for this pur-

pose, two arraysX andY are generated. The

�rst one contains N = n+ dlog2 ne truly ran-

dom l-bit-numbers x1 � � �xN , and the second

contains the hash values of these numbers,

that is, yi = h(xi). By de�nition the public

key is: K = h(Y).

The second step is to compute the signa-

ture of a �le f whose hash is noted Hf . The

signature of f is simply an array S whose N

components are:

�
si = (1� hi)xi + hiyi if 1 � i � n,

si = (1� ci)xi + ciyi if n < i � N ,

where the hi's are the binary digits of Hf

and the ci's the binary digits of a checksum

c =
Pl

i=1 hi. This checksum prevents attacks

in which an opponent could produce a �le f 0

such that all the `1' in H 0

f are also in Hf

but some `0' in Hf have been replaced by `1'.

Once the signature is generated, the private

key X should be destroyed.

Given f , S and K, verifying the signature

implies: compute Hf , c, construct an array

Y such that:

�
yi = (1� hi)h(si) + hisi if 1 � i � n,

yi = (1� ci)h(si) + cisi if n < i � N ,

and check that h(Y) = K.

6.2 The current implementation

In the current version of Wax we apply

the above one-time signature at the catalogue

level. Each catalogue contains the hashes of

all relevant books which can then be simply

authenticated via the catalogue. We also link

our catalogues together. We include in each

signed catalogue seven public keys with which

further editions of the catalogue, and other

material from the same publisher, can be au-

thenticated. This means that the chain of



trust is broken if a user skips too many up-

dates; in that case, he has to verify the public

key of the new update using the same out-of-

band mechanisms employed when the system

was initially loaded and which we describe

below.

For the initialisation of the chain of trust

the Wax-centre generates eight key pairs

(X1;K1) : : : (X8;K8). The �rst catalogue

(C1) contains the hashes of its associated

�les f1;j and the next public keys: C1 =

fh(f1;j)g;K2; : : :K8. It is signed using the

�rst private key: S1 = s(C1;X1). As men-

tioned above X1 is destroyed but the remain-

ing Xi's are kept for the following distribu-

tions.

For the ith delivery a new key pair

(Xi+7;Ki+7) is generated and a new cata-

logue prepared:

�
Ci = h(Ci�1); fh(fi;j)g;Ki+1; : : : ;Ki+7

Si = s(Ci;Xi):

Including the hash of the previous cata-

logue(s) into the current one prevent from de-

nial of content attacks. Again,Xi, the private

key used for signature, is destroyed.

In order to bootstrap the trust in the sys-

tem, each user is required to verify the pub-

lic key K1 of this initial shipment. A num-

ber of channels are provided for this, which is

tightly bound up with the problem of trusted

distribution. Initial deployment is by means

of a mass mailing of CDs (stuck to the cover

of an appropriate medical journal); electronic

distributions are also available with authenti-

cation provided by the available mechanisms

(such as PGP signatures, published MD5

hashes in medical journals, and download us-

ing SSL from a `secure' web site).

The version of Wax that used RSA and

X.509 had some further mechanisms, that

were involved with users registering public

keys of their own to the system; the corre-

sponding private keys were used to generate

signatures on books generated locally (such

as treatment protocols developed in an indi-

vidual medical practice) and also to generate

counter-signatures on catalogues which had

been downloaded and veri�ed (as an extra

precaution against virus attacks and the like).

On reviewing this design we concluded

that the local use of public key cryptogra-

phy added little. A medical practice which

is going to publish a locally developed treat-

ment protocol will as a matter of basic safety

submit it to a peer review process, and thus

all publication either is intermediated or can

easily be made so. As for virus attack, the use

of local signatures really only adds a modest

layer of `security through obscurity' as a virus

written after study of the Wax code could al-

ter the local public key and, absent tamper

resistant processors, there appears to be no

way to stop this.

6.3 New books

In order to issue an update of one or more

books, a publisher just has to create a new

catalogue and include the hashes of the books

in it, then generate a new keypair and in-

clude the public part. The catalogue is now

signed and made available for download to-

gether with the new book.

A user can choose which books he wishes

to download and update. He must �rst down-

load a catalogue and verify its signature.

Then he can start downloading all or some

of the books in the catalogue. Once these

books have been downloaded and their in-

tegrity checked, the local index of books is up-

dated and a checksum retained locally using

3-DES encryption and a passphrase, signed

using a new one-time key pair.

6.4 New publishers

New publishers can introduce themselves

at any time by simply publishing a catalogue,

making it available for download, and pro-

viding out-of-band mechanisms for verifying

the initial public key. This, however, repli-

cates the e�ort required for out-of-band veri-

�cation.

A simpler solution, which we have imple-

mented, is to designate a special publisher

(known as `Wax-Root') whose sole function

is to introduce new publishers. Each Wax-

Root catalogue assigns one (or exceptionally



more than one) of the 7 public keys to the new

publisher's �rst catalogue, and in this way we

branch the authentication tree.

7 Conclusions

This work has provided a number of in-

sights.

Firstly, the use of hash trees rather than

certi�cate chains is appropriate for trust re-

lationships that change slowly (X is an em-

ployee of company A) or not at all (book Y

was published by company B). Public key

certi�cates are less suited for such relation-

ships, at least in their most common forms:

the typical three year lifetime of a key in an

X.509 certi�cate system is too short for such

applications; while a private signing key with

a 100-year lifetime would be hard to protect

(indeed, even three years may be too long

a period to protect a really valuable private

key). Catalogue based trust is one way of

escaping this di�cult trade-o� between the

need for a long-lived public key and a short-

lived private one.

Secondly, trust mechanisms built using

hash trees are simple to implement, intu-

itive to use, cost little in performance terms,

and need contain no export-controlled mech-

anisms such as asymmetric cryptography.

Thirdly, catalogue based trust has a very

natural �t with the publishing industry's

business model in a number of ways rang-

ing from the need to be careful about libel

to the fact that catalogues are used anyway.

Publishing is no longer a matter of the manu-

facture and distribution of books and newspa-

pers; much of electronic commerce is publish-

ing in some sense or another, and even where

the net is used to sell widgets its main func-

tion is the publication of price lists, product

data, delivery schedules and other informa-

tion that is most easily organised in the form

of one or more catalogues.

Fourthly, catalogue based trust mecha-

nisms can be used to compensate for the

shortcomings of X.509-type systems, such as

the failure to support multiple certi�cation

discussed above.

Fifthly, catalogue based trust is robust.

Cross-links can be inserted easily, in that a

given book might appear in its publisher's

sales catalogue and also in its editor's CV.

Thus the security failure of one or another

of these documents will leave the reliability

of the book in unchanged. Such resilience is

harder to achieve using X.509.

These advantages have become apparent to

us in the course of the Wax project. We

have sketched how very simple extensions to

HTML can make them available to the net

generally. We invite the authors, owners and

proponents of other protection mechanisms to

come together and agree a syntax for dealing

with such protection tags in a standard way.

The goal is no less than `trusted browsing' {

and, as this work makes clear, the admirable

work already done in this direction by pro-

tocols such as SSL and SET is only the �rst

step. There are many more protection goals

than the secure transfer of credit card num-

bers from customer to merchant, and we be-

lieve that ERLs will make a signi�cant con-

tribution.

We have also developed a mechanism based

on one-time signatures to assure the authen-

ticity and integrity of electronic books. Al-

though our particular application was med-

ical, and was driven initially by a require-

ment to avoid RSA Data Security's patent,

many of the lessons learned are much more

general. We believe that the mechanisms de-

scribed here are suitable for any application

in which we need to assure the authenticity of

relatively stable digital objects over long time

periods, such as cataloguing, notarisation and

archiving; they are certainly much more suit-

able than current incarnations of X.509 with

all their expiry date and other problems.

There were other, less tangible, bene�ts.

Moving from an X.509 implementation to

this one-time scheme was like a breath of

fresh air. Almost all the complexity vanished

{ from ASN.1 and DER, through modular

arithmetic, to all the tricks used to protect

local signing keys from casual attack. It was

found that signatures based on one-way func-



tions could be explained simply to the medi-

cal personnel involved in the project, as well

as to programmers with no background (or in-

terest) in cryptography. This made progress

several times faster than had been the case

when the RSA version was implemented in

late 1996. The consequences for user trust

in the system should not be underestimated;

neither should the reduced likelihood that a

design or programming bug will be discovered

and exploited in attacks.

There will be applications in which a

mixture of the number-theoretic and hash-

function-based approaches will remain attrac-

tive. A book on investment, for example,

might have its trust based on the techniques

described here, but contain embedded pub-

lic keys based on number theory in order

to authenticate online pages of current stock

prices. The advantage of such a structure is

that these public keys now become indepen-

dent of X.509 or any other public certi�cation

hierarchy, which is highly desirable given the

lack of robustness of such mechanisms and the

political struggles to control them. Such ex-

ible links from a catalogue-based trust struc-

ture to more volatile items could, we believe,

accommodate most of the world of journal

and magazine publishing within the overall

structure described here.

One current thrust of our research lies in

extending the Wax mechanisms from propri-

etary to open publishing systems; ERLs will

lay the foundation for this. Other directions

of research include the control of updates to

cached documents; allowing a user to store

the hash with bookmarks and to be informed

of changes { either when subsequently load-

ing the document or at update; and inter-

actions with the considerable range of other

protection primitives in the security literature

(anonymous messaging, digital cash, micro-

payments, incremental integrity primitives,

copyright marking mechanisms and so on).
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9 Availability

More information on Wax, as well as the

Wax software itself, can be found at

<http://www.medinfo.cam.ac.uk/wax/>
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